Volunteer Opportunities

To learn more about any of these opportunities contact Hannah Driscoll at 216-391-9500 x 2122 or hdriscoll@greaterclevelandvolunteers.org

High School Tutoring- Are you looking to help out a high school student this spring? Volunteers are needed to tutor high school students assisting them in their studies such as proof reading papers, organizing notes, clarifying directions etc. While working in small groups or individually, tutors will support students to develop the strong academic, social and professional habits needed to meet the high expectations of school and career achievement. Tutors are needed Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Opportunities also available remotely with one-hour communication/month and four in-person meetings.

Bring hope. Reduce fears. Impact lives- Make a difference this spring by being a hospice volunteer. Volunteers are needed to visit with patients in need. Support hospice patients and families by visiting, reading to them, assisting them with special projects, and just being a welcoming friend. This compassionate presence makes a huge difference in patients’ lives. Flexible days, times and areas.

Nutrition Advocacy- This opportunity can be accomplished in your home. Consider being a nutrition solution volunteer. Volunteers make a weekly phone call to older adults in the Cleveland community who have recently been discharged from a hospital to address issues of food insecurity and social isolation. It’s one phone call for about 20 minutes.

Point A to Point B- Volunteers are needed to assist in transporting residents in wheelchairs to different areas of assisted living and nursing homes. It may seem like a simple task, but it provides life-enriching opportunities for residents. Shifts available (two-hour) Every day 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Refugee Support- Help a student succeed and grow by being a tutor to the region’s refugee youth. Provide one-on-one home tutoring and mentoring for resettled refugee students. Provide individualized and personalized academic support aimed at increasing student confidence, English language skills, and performance to grade level, as well as a variety of activities that include cultural and community exploration. Minimum of two hours per week. Commit to a minimum of four months of tutoring.

Produce Pickup- A volunteer is needed to pick up donated produce Wednesdays at 9:00 a.m. This produce helps provide fresh fruit and vegetables that are used in meals provided to a west side Cleveland shelter.

Hospital Support System- Help support the local mental health community by being a hospital network volunteer helping connect patients in local hospitals with support and resources prior to release. Increase patient’s awareness of options they have for support when settling back into life at home. With knowledge of services, volunteers have the opportunity to give examples of recovery and hope. Willingness to be available for hospital visits twice a month for 2-3 hours at a time.

Community Relief- Cleveland communities are in need of volunteers to be a part of disaster action teams. Volunteers assist in providing relief to disaster victims by attending to immediate needs of individuals and families, such as; food, shelter, clothing, first aid and other emergency needs. Must be available for 2 on-call 12-hour shifts a month.